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Strong growth in order book and sales enquiries
Interims from CAP-XX Ltd, the leading designer and manufacturer of prismatic and
cylindrical supercapacitors, were in line with the recent trading statement. Group
revenue increased 10% to A$2.1m with Product sales +26% at A$1.7m. Operating
expenses fell and there was a A$0.8m positive swing in adj. EBITDA to a profit of
A$0.3m. The Murata production lines have gone live at CAP-XX’s new facility.
Commercial production has started and is being ramped up. The outlook is positive with
a current order book double last year’s level that spans multiple markets. CAP-XX has
also secured several new design wins in wearables, consumer, medical and automotive
that should contribute to the order book going forward. The recently announced
collaboration around energy harvesting modules with Epishine and ePeas offers an
interesting showcase for the functional advantages of supercapacitors and specifically
CAP-XX’s prismatic products over traditional batteries. No change to forecasts.
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Financial performance: H1 revenue +10% to A$2.1m with product sales +26% to A$1.7m,
in spite of the pandemic related disruption to supply and demand. Licence fees and
Royalties down a third to A$0.4m as anticipated. The change in revenue mix resulted in
lower GM (46% vs 55%) but this should recover as production on the Murata lines builds.
Operating costs, excluding share based payments and Murata project costs, fell 11% to
A$2.5m, reflecting lower patent infringement expenses and overseas travel, resulting in
Adj. EBITDA of A$0.3m. H1 cash of A$0.4m benefited from January’s receipt of the A$3.1m
R&D tax rebate and we expect a further rebate of c. A$2.6m at the end of CY21.
Operational performance: CAP-XX successfully commissioned the electrode, DMF and
DMT lines during H1 at the new Seven Hills facility within budget in spite of the COVID-19
challenges. Current output and KPIs are on track and production is being gradually
increased and incremental improvements made. Commissioning the DMH line is planned
for later in 2021 with production starting in 2022. The existing Malaysian manufacturing
facility was also impacted by pandemic restrictions but output has been successfully
increased. Licensing remains an important revenue stream and CAP-XX will defend its IP
vigorously where necessary. The Maxwell Technologies/Tesla litigation continues and
CAP-XX is pursuing Ioxus for damages’ payment. Other licensing discussions are ongoing.
Outlook: The current order book is double the same point last year and spans multiple
sectors. There were several new design wins in wearables, consumer, medical and
automotive in H1, including a global Tier-1 automotive component supplier where CAPXX is working on a second project as it completes the formal accreditation process. It has
also been approved as a supplier with a leading global smart phone manufacturer. Many
of these design wins should translate into production orders over time.
Year End: 30 June
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ADJ. EPS* (c)
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Allenby Capital acts as Nomad & Broker to CAP-XX Ltd (CPX.L).
* excludes net Murata project costs, patent infringement and share based expenses.
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